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Market overview

The Media and Entertainment industry is undergoing a period of extreme transformation. Globally, the rise of streaming and any place, anytime video consumption has disrupted the established value chain, forcing traditional players to adapt in the face of serious and growing threats to their business.

Great content’s ability to attract customers, boost loyalty and drive spend is leading players from across the telecoms, media and technology (TMT) market to make ever-greater investments in the business – including mega-mergers of the industry’s biggest names. But each has different – and often disruptive – visions for the role of video in tomorrow’s digital economy, depending on their diverse aims. Finding a clear path will require a nuanced understanding of the multiple motives, methods, and market opportunities in play.

Our trusted brands provide expert insight across the Media and Entertainment industry, with unrivalled opportunities to shape your company’s position through marketing services, events and research.
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900,000+


Engaged Community
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Game Developers Conference (GDC)

GDC brings the game development community together to exchange ideas, solve problems, and shape the future of the industry across five days.

Learn more
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Unrivalled reach and expertise

Providing you with expert insight into the future of media and entertainment








Trusted media platforms

DigitalTVEurope.com and TBIVision.com are market-leading titles that provide authoritative, independent information and in-depth analysis on the digital video business internationally, spanning all aspects from pay TV and streaming platforms and technology, to content production and distribution. GameDeveloper.com delivers market-defining content on the art and business of making video games and provides an online community to inform, empower, and inspire game developers around the world.
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Media and Entertainment research

Omdia offerings present a unique combination of authoritative data, market analysis and vertical industry expertise, designed to empower client decision-making. We create business advantage for our customers by providing actionable insight to support their planning, product development and go-to-market initiatives.
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Premier events

Designed for changemakers creating, distributing, and monetising content, the Media & Entertainment Leaders Summit (MELS) is an exclusive conference for industry leaders and stakeholders who are fueling the momentum of the industry.
The Game Developers Conference (GDC) is the largest dedicated game developer event for (nearly) the past four decades—where exclusive insights from industry leaders, connections with a global community of developers, and resources to elevate your career in video games can be gained in one location.
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Celebrating the best in the industry

The Content Innovation Awards is the premier red carpet recognising innovation in TV content production, distribution, and delivery, while the VideoTech Innovation Awards (VIA) honors those metamorphosizing today’s global video industry. The Independent Games Festival pays tribute to the best independent game developers; and the Game Developers Choice Awards are the premier accolades for peer recognition in the digital games industry. 
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Our trusted brands
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Publishes stories on a daily basis to inform, empower, and inspire its game developer readership
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Browse open positions across the game industry or recruit new talent for your studio
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Bringing you illuminating conversation & commentary from brilliant people in the video game industry
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Industry professionals nominate recipients, celebrating creativity, artistry and technical genius
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Recognising innovation and independent game developers and students, providing major exposure
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 Celebrating companies that are helping transform today’s global television industry
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Ready to get started?

Contact us now
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